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 As aviation requirement increases all over the world, the capacity of an airport has posed serious limitation. Therefore, 
the techniques to increase the efficiency of airport operations are needed. One of the efforts is to reduce the separation 
time intervals between leading and following aircrafts. Separation time interval is limited by intensity and influence 
range of the vortices shed by leading aircraft, and typically it takes more than 3 minutes[1]. Thus there are many 
interesting to develop devices for reducing the scope and impact of the vortex strength[2,3]. 
 In this study, numerical simulation was conducted in order to design the wings which weaken or dissipate the vortex 
strength via rectangular-shape hole at wing tip. The name of wing of its shape was defined as “Tip chipped wing”. 
Also, these wings were compared with the wings that have a hole at a trailing edge(“Trailing edge chipped wing”)[4]. 
The numerical simulation was perforemd by using open source CFD code named OpneFOAM. PIMPLE algorithm 
with Euler time scheme and realizable k-epsilon turbulence model was used to cleary see the generation and 
dissipation process of wing tip vortex. The geometry of baseline wing is rectangular planform with truncated wingtip 
with NACA0012 airfoil. Reynolds number and angle of attack for the verification is 5.36×105 and 5o, respectively. 
Aspect ratio of the wing is 8.66 and free stream velocity is 38.1m/s. 

 The Tip chipped wing and Trailing edge chipped wing shape for vortex wake attenuation are defined as in Fig. 1. The 
results are compared with the baseline wing in Fig. 2. It is apparent form Fig. 2 that initial maximum vortex strength 
of the Tip chipped wing is weaker than Trailing edge chipped wing. This results from the shape characteristics of the 
two wings. In case of Trailing edge chipped wing, strong initial vortices occur at hole and tip. Whereas in Tip chipped 
wing case, tip vortex is cut during the process of tip vortex generation, weak initial vortex is generated. Furthermore 
as can be seen by Fig. 3., peak swirl velocity values induced by the Tip chipped wing are reduced by 45% at 20 chord 
downstream station from the trailing edge. 
 Through the analysis, the vortex alleviation effect of the Tip chipped wing has been demonstrated. For further study, 
it is expected to be able to find the optimal chip shape, which will provide maximum vortex alleviation. 
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(a) Tip chipped wing 

 
(b) Trailing edge chipped wing 

Fig. 1. Chipped wings shape 
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Fig. 2. Maximum vorticity 
magnitude at downstream station 

from trailing edge 

 
Fig. 3. Peak swirl velocity 

at downstream station  
from trailing edge 


